
 Content Publicity Intern - Los Angeles 

• Research niche media outlets and journalists (i.e. outlets that cover personal finance,
or reporters that write about country music) and compile lists in an organized format.

• Track media stories and compile media breaks into an organized list, following a
specific format.

• Accurately transcribe audio content; listen to the audio of a one hour podcast episode
and review a written transcript made by a transcription app like Rev or Trint for
accuracy.

• Data entry including updating media lists with current contacts. (Account executives
to send through name and/or outlet changes.)

• Compose memos with all pertinent details and correct formatting to concisely present
media opportunities to clients.

• Research Twitter/social media sentiment on current projects, filmmakers, talent, etc.

• Various other research projects and administrative tasks.

POSITION: Content Publicity Intern
LOCATION: Los Angeles, CA
JOB TYPE: Part-time / Temp

The Lede Company, a full-service public relations firm specializing in talent publicity, 
content publicity, strategic communications and brand PR, is looking for an Intern to 
assist our content team.

The ideal applicant is a proactive self-starter who stays organized and thrives in a fast-
paced environment. This is a paid internship opportunity and we ask that applicants have 
the ability to commit to 10-15 hours per week.

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES MAY INCLUDE:

REQUIREMENTS 

• Communications, English, Public Relations or Marketing majors preferred

• Strong proficiency in Google Docs and Google Sheets



ABOUT THE LEDE COMPANY 

The Lede Company is a full-service public relations firm, specializing in entertainment. With 
dedicated Talent, Strategic Communications, Brand and Content divisions, we work to 
deliver brand strategy and measurable media results for a wide variety of clients. Our 
business centers on our expertise, relationships, and resources, all of which enable us to not 
just meet client expectations but exceed them. With a broad understanding of the new 
public relations landscape, The Lede Company utilizes its deep media and talent 
relationships in order to fully grasp TODAY’S CULTURE, and ultimately generate results. 

• Strong attention to detail

• Proficiency in Microsoft Office, including Outlook, Excel, Word, and PowerPoint

• Takes initiative and is resourceful

• Self-starter with the ability to multi-task

• Reliable: meets deadlines, prioritizes well, and has a high sense of urgency

• Professional, confident and mature demeanor

• Strong interest in the entertainment industry
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